The response of many neurons in the whisker somatosensory system depends on the direction 31 in which a whisker is deflected. Although it is known that the spike count conveys 32 information about this parameter, it is not known how important spike timing might be. The 33 aim of this study was to compare neural codes based on spike count and first spike latency 34 respectively. We extracellularly recorded single units from either the rat trigeminal ganglion 35 (primary sensory afferents) or ventro-postero-medial (VPM) thalamic nucleus in response to 36 deflection in different directions and quantified alternative neural codes using mutual 37 information. We found that neurons were diverse: some (58% in ganglion, 32% in VPM) 38 conveyed information only by spike count; others conveyed additional information by 39 latency. An issue with latency coding is that latency is measured with respect to the time of 40 stimulus onset -a quantity known to the experimenter but not directly to the subject's brain. 41 We found a potential solution, using the integrated population activity as an internal timing 42 signal: in this way, 91% of the first spike latency information could be recovered. Finally we 43 asked how well direction could be decoded. For large populations, spike count and latency 44 codes performed similarly; for small ones, decoding was more accurate using the latency 45 code. Our findings indicate that whisker deflection direction is more efficiently encoded by 46 spike timing than by spike count. Spike timing decreases the population size necessary for 47 reliable information transmission and may thereby bring significant advantages in both 48 wiring and metabolic efficiency. 
INTRODUCTION

55
To better understand how neural circuits represent and process sensory information, it is 56 helpful to determine the fundamental relationship between sensory signals and the neural 57 activity they evoke. It has long been known that neurons throughout the nervous systems of 58 diverse species transmit significant information about sensory signals via a spike count code: 59 that is, the number of action potentials fired within a given time window (Adrian 1926) . It 60 has also long been known that substantial additional information is potentially available from The direction in which a rodent's whisker is deflected (hereafter 'direction') exerts a marked 80 effect on the responses of many neurons in the whisker system, particular in the subcortical, 81 lemniscal pathway, and is a useful test case for studies of neural coding. The aim of this 82 5 study was to compare candidate neural codes for direction, based on spike count and spike 83 timing. Neurons at all levels of the whisker pathway convey information about direction by 84 means of variations in spike count (Axelrad et al. 1976 ; Waite 1973; Zucker and Welker 85 1969). Recently, it was shown that neurons in the principal nucleus of the brainstem also 86 convey directional information by means of latency (Bellavance et al. 2010 ). However, it is 87 not known whether direction information is available from spike timing at other stages of the 88 pathway. Nor is it known, quantitatively, how the information available from spike timing 89 compares to that available from spike count. The simplest type of spike timing code is the first spike latency code: here, it is the time 92 between stimulus onset and the first spike evoked after stimulus onset that carries 93 information. There is considerable evidence for latency coding in a number of sensory However, a potential problem with latency coding is that, unlike the experimenter, neurons in In the present study, we quantitatively compared latency and spike coding for the direction of thalamus also conveyed significantly more information by latency compared to spike count.
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(4) For small populations (<6 neurons), direction could be decoded more accurately from 122 latency than from spike count, whereas for larger populations decoding accuracy was similar. In practice, real neuronal populations will deviate somewhat from these ideal properties. An 281 internal clock signal computed as above will be subject to error and, unless this error is small 282 compared to the range of stimulus-induced modulations of response latency, the above 283 mechanism will not work. Hence it is important to evaluate it quantitatively. The key 284 requirements for an effective internal clock mechanism are (1) that it measures a running 285 average of the population firing rate (on a given time-scale) and (2) that it generates a timing 286 signal when this running average exceeds a given threshold. Here, we implemented the 287 internal clock using a simple, leaky integrate-and-fire mechanism. produce spuriously synchronous spikes. However, in practice, the probability was low and 298 we verified that none of the data sets used in the study contained any such events. and their responses were clearly modulated by the direction of deflection (Fig. 3A, D) . Methods) and as a "spike count coder" otherwise. However, it is important to note that there 382 was a continuum between units which conveyed no significant additional information by 383 latency and units which conveyed substantial additional information (Fig. 4) . The unit of Coding with an internally generated stimulus clock 411 As noted in the Introduction, a potential problem with latency coding is that whereas latency 412 is defined with respect to the onset of the stimulus ("external stimulus clock"), neural circuits Our aim was to investigate whether such a mechanism might be feasible for direction coding 425 in the whisker system. To this end, we treated our database of ganglion neurons as if they 426 were simultaneously recorded and resampled units from the population, as detailed in 427 Methods, so that pseudo-populations of any desired size could be generated. The preferred 6). The integrated population response was indeed very 437 similar for the different directions (Fig. 5C ). On each trial, the internal clock signal was 438 generated when the population response first exceeded a threshold θ. we adopted a data-robust decoding approach.
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A qualitative difference between spike count and spike latency codes is that spike count is a 533 discrete quantity, whereas latency is a continuous one. This has significant implications for 534 decoding. Figure 6A shows latency tuning curves for two hypothetical neurons. Due to the 535 U-shaped form of the tuning function, direction cannot be unambiguously decoded from the 536 latency response of one such neuron. However, direction can be unambiguously decoded 537 from the two neurons illustrated (Fig. 6C) . The situation for spike count coding is very 538 different. Most (RA) neurons in the whisker system typically respond to a whisker deflection 539 by firing either one spike or no spikes (Fig. 6B) . Due to the discrete (in this example, binary) 540 nature of the code, it is possible only to decode at a much cruder resolution compared to the 541 latency code (Fig. 6D) . However, an increase in population size can compensate for the 542 discreteness of the spike count so that, as population size increases, increasingly higher populations each of size 2-10 ( Fig. 7G, H) . The difference in decoding accuracy steadily 573 decreased with population size. The difference was statistically significant for population 574 size up to 6 units for ganglion (Fig. 7G ) and up to 5 units for VPM (Fig.7H) . These results
575
indicate that, at least in the subcortical lemniscal pathway, spike timing potentially allows 576 directional information to be accurately decoded from smaller neuronal ensembles than 577 would be the case for a spike count code. parameter. Under these circumstances, any stimulus will evoke a volley of activity and the 664 timing of this volley will be approximately independent of the stimulus value, even though 665 the particular neurons that make up the volley will be stimulus dependent. 
